Press Release

LABLAW OPENS A NEW OFFICE IN NAPLES
MILAN - November 18th, 2019 | LABLAW continues to grow with an important investment in a new
office in the center of Naples, Italy and a new innovative project: a center of Italian labour law
counsel, integrating the national and international capabilities of LABLAW together with
administrative counsel for personnel management and financial consulting services.
This innovative approach has been made possible through a strategic partnership with Italiapaghe
– a specialist HR administration company and Promos Corporate Consulting – a specialist financial
consulting company.
“We are not intending to stop here”, explains LABLAW Partner Alessandro Paone, “we have other
expansion plans in the pipeline, and among these the opportunity to offer local graduates the
possibility to become part of the LABLAW team, giving them exposure to our Italian offices and
international contacts – and giving back to the city professionals who have been trained in an
international context.”
“With the opening of this new office”, confirms LABLAW Founding Partner Francesco Rotondi, “ we
are consolidating our path of expansion and territorial presence that LABLAW has long pursued with
firm conviction. It is a path that we carry out with our style and our golden rules: offering customers
technologically advanced spaces, high level legal assistance, and always aiming for service
excellence and client satisfaction. The city of Naples is important for its size and the quality of the
businesses and entrepreneurs that animate it. It represents a center of great interest for the firm
and the choice of the new headquarters in Via dei Mille is the demonstration of the seriousness of
our professional investment. "
With the opening of this new office in Palazzo Spinelli located at via dei Mille n. 16 the firm now
counts 100 professionals on its team.

LABLAW is an award winning Italian Employment and Labour Law boutique
with the largest presence in Italy through its offices in Milan, Rome, Genoa,
Naples, Padua, Pescara, and Bari.
LABLAW, founded in 2006, anchors its strength on its team of 80 professionals who are all exclusively
specialized in employment law and industrial relations. LABLAW knows that employment and labour law
issues do not just happen from 9 am – 5 pm Monday through Friday, and so in order to ensure a continual
personalized service, LABLAW is available to assist clients 24 hours a day - 7 days a week – 365 days a year.
LABLAW is proud to be a founding member and the Italian representative
of L&E GLOBAL – an internationally recognised and award winning alliance
of premier labour and employment law boutiques with 30+ members and
1500+ professionals located around the global.
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